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Revised Nov. 1975 cultural universal." Not even those social forms to ~hich the term 

"family" is usually applied are universal, except in the i1IOSt limited 
69 

and technical sense suggested by Weigert and Thomas Ei9'7±i. However, 
38 
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.1 fCnll 
IN CROSS-CULTURAL PERSPECTIV~ 

AUG 

.F"> the family in the sense used by Murdock 8:94-9T is an example of a 

social form which is so widespread that it constitutes what might be 

called a "near universal." A "near universai'obviously does not have 

Murray A. Straus the same theoretical importance as a true universal would have--if 
University of New Hampshi~<:;~U 

~ ffS"ir .... , £\. "such existed. But a near universal is none the less extremely impor-
il "if" ." .. ...., 

t '"-PJt;'\J:~ 
"Mow do I know that he loves me if he doesn t tant because (by definition) it affects such a large proportion of 

37 

beal: me?" (Statement by a Mangaina.. wife), 

"What makes you think he doesn't love you any 

more" asks a woman on a oBC program in the Spring of 

1974. The reply: "He hasn't bashed me in a fortnight." 

humanit~and also for theoretical reasons. The theoretical value 

of attention to near universals stems from the assumption that ~ny 

social form which occurs that frequently must somehow be related to the 

most fundamental aspects of human association. lIence the importance 

of the first objective of this paper: To explore. the question of 
There is an obvious similarity between \/ha t these tWO inhabitants 

whether intrafamilv violenc (i h 
of such vastly dissimilar islands are saying: Namely, that the marital . e .e •• p ysieal aggression between family 

members) is so frequent that it can be considered a near universal. I 

relationship is tinged by physical aggression--to say nothing of other 
**/ 

forms of aggression.-- The fact that the marital relationship is also 
will also summarize some of the cross-cultural research on the factors 

which may make intrafamily aggression typical of most societies, and 
often characterized by warmth. affection. or solidarity is not incon-

then conclude with a consid r ti f h 
sistent with the simultaneous existence of aggression because aggressive e a on 0 t e wider theoretical import of 

violence in the family, and specifically, the view that the level of 

intra family violence is related to the ecological conditions in which 
acts can be counter-normative, or because norms permitting or encour-

aging aggression between spouses can and do exist simultaneously with 
64 

norms stressing warlllth and solidarity. 

I began this paper with these two quotations because they drama-

tlcally illustrate the high frequency--or perhaps even the near 

universality--with which aggression and violence of all types occur 

within the family. Obviously, I need hardly comment to a group such 

as this on the danger of referring to any phenomenon as a "crosa-

a society is operating and the society's "technico-econolllic" adapt ion 

to these ecological realities and to changes in the subsistence basiS 

of the society. I will also suggest that these relationships can be 

understood best from the perspective of general systems theory because 

this perspective focuses on morphological changes in society as a mode 

of system maintenance. 

If you have issues viewing or accessing this file contact us at NCJRS.gov.
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THE PREVELANCE OF CONJUGAL VIOLENCE 

.In previous books and papers, my colleagues and I have presented 

evidence that in the United States--and probably also in most other 

Euroamerican societies--the family is the preeminent social settin~ for 

all types of aggression and violence, ranging from the cutting remark 
22, 58, 62, 63 

to slaps, kicks, torture, and murder. (Gelles, --- 19741 ~·ta},RIlIQ'. ~1Od 

Sot_a, 19741 I>Ualili I 19~. The frequency of aggressive ac ts 

between children (who will often be siblings) is remarkably 
32 

constant across the societies of the Six Cultures Study. (Lambert, 19741 
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the same family than nnv other I1lUr·le~nr-victim I i I •• ~ re at onSllp. This 

assertion holds for all 18 societies for which data is summarized in the 
16 

recent book by Curtis on criminal violence. (19741 Table 3.3). To this 
40 

we can add the Mexican village studied by June Nash.~. My tabula-

tion of the data given in her Table 1 reveals that a family member or 

lover was the probable killer in 52i. of the instances in which a suspect 

was identified. 

In cor.siderinr. these statistics on the hlp,h proportion of homicides 

which occur within families. there are numerous complications. For 

'144 447). and probably also including societies such as the !Ko-Bushmen example, although the largest ~r~ of homicides are between kin, and 
19 

who are renouned for their non-aggressive and peaceful social patterns. 

(Sibl Eibe9feldt-1974~lG). In the USA. Straus found that &27. of his 

sample engaged in a non-playful physical fight with a Sibling during 

their senior year in high school. Parent-child physical violence is 

truly ubiquitous in the form of physical punishment. not only in the US 
58, 59. 60 

and Br i tain, ~ett·1!tt'Id--5H-_l· -l9.;l4-I-,-SH'aua,,··l~;t;L i .s.t-ei~s-,-l-914} 
also 

butAin many ather societies, again includinB the !Ko (£ibl Bibesfeldt 

19-14114). 

Probably the most dramatic cross-cultural evidence an intrafafuliy 

violence is found for murder. Because murder is such an extreme and 

difficult to conceal form of violence, it is the subject of official 

recording in many societies and is more readilv researched in all soci-
9 

eties than "ordinary" wife (or husband) beating. Thus, Bohannan 

(~ and his collaborator were able to collect what seems to be reason-

ably good statistical evidence in four different African societies. As 

a result, there is evidence covering a number of societies. This evi-

dence clearly indicates that. more murders take place between members of 

espec ially husbands and wives, in absolute terms killing one's husband or 

wife is rJ-re evell in those societies which have a htr,h homicide rate. In 

fact, the fi~ures are somewhat decePtive because there is some tendency 

for the proportion of all homicides which are incrafamily to be greatest 

in the 10101 overall homicide societies. For example, the Danish homicide 

rate is only 0.2 per 100,000 compared to the US rate of about 7 or 8 per 

100,000. Thus the very high proporUon of within-farnily homicides in 

Denmark (517. as compared with tht:\ US figure of about 25:1:) IllUst be 

seen as a large slice of a very small pie. But perhaps a more 

telling interpretation of these relationships is the possibility of 

their having the following meaning: Even in societies such as Denmark, 

in ~hich homicide has practically been eliminated, the last remaining 

locus of this form of aggression is within the family. 

Less drastic forms of aggression between family members are of course 

more prevalent in the absolute sense" This can be seen both ~ithin 

American society. where my colleagues and I have been gathering such data. 

and in a few cross-cultural studies. In. the United States, the evidence 
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we have gathered-".l1thoul1,h tentative- -suggests that perhaps 60 to 707. of 

all couples have used physical violence at least once in their marriar,e, 

and that for about lout of 4 couples" there has been a recurring pattern 
22, 58, 62, 63 

of physical violence between the couple.(.Gelles, 1974\ SteillJ1l~., 1974; 

StTatl~, 19148, b). These rates are sOl'lewhat lower for middle class 

,,{,.-

TilE CAUSES OF C()~WIGA!. V LOUNCE 

A full causal e:cplillliitLoll of the ubLqully of conjugal violence is 

a vast undertakLnr,. J:iC'hanl (;",11(\:; aii.! 1: h;l'!e lnade a start 1n that 
23 

rllrc(:til1n 111 ;J lont: (:h:rl'l.cr of 11 flll.'lhCOIII I n", bOllk. LJ 97h). F I P or example, 

among the factol's we exaluined in that paper are (1) "Time at risk" i.e. 

I 1 t th idel held vic" that 11usband- the fact that in rl\3n" soclelies Calnily member" spend considerable alllOunts 
couples, but not enougl ower to suppor e w y w J U 

wife violence is primarily found 1n the lowest socioeconomic strata, 

Turning to other societies, my general impression is that bigh 

rates of conjugal violence character.ize many other societies, including 

urban-industrial, agrarian, non-literate societies; and also including 

societf.es that are othrJrwise 10'1.1 in violenceJ such as England, But on 

theoretical grounds which I will come to shortlY, we can expect the 

highest rates of husband-wife violence to be in those societies which 

have high rates of violence in other institutional spheres. Thus, it 

is doubtful that many other societies could match the frequency and 

intensity of assaults by husbands on their wives which is found alllOng 
8, 14 

"the fierce people" as the Yanomamo call themselves. (~weea-~9i 

~~~. Finally, we can gain sowe idea of the prevalence of 
54 

conjugal violence from Schlegel's ratings of 45 societies. ~. Her 

analysiS reveals that 75 % of these societies permitted hu!;bands to 

aggress a;;:ainst their wives. On the other hand, I do not know horlrepre-

of time 1Jith each other, Olher things being (!qt1ul, they therefore are 

more likely lO engage in dfspUl~:J nud t'onfjlCl:l Nilh each other than with 

whom those they spend lens Lime. Illlt of COlll:lle, other things are not 

equnl, and pal:ticularly: (2) Fmllily mcmbcL's nl:e likely to share a wider 

range of activities and_..!:.!l~;..£~:~~~ HlLh each t.han with ot.hers with whom 

they may also spend much time. This means that there are more "events" 

over which a dispute or a failure to meet expectations can occur. (3) Not 

only is ther.e a greater probability of hurting family members than others 

because of the greater time eltposure and the greater number of spheres of 

overlapping activity and interests, but in adtlition, the degree of injury 

exper ienced when the problem ari6cs with a farQily member is greater than 

when it arises with sOlueone Ie.J!! because of the intensity of involvement 

and attachment which is typJcal of family relationships. (4) Sexual 

inequality" and t.he typical p:1ttenl of ascribed superior position for the 

husband has a high conflict potenUul bullt in because it is inevitable 

sentative Schlegel's 45 societies are, and only a relative limited number that not all husbands will be able to perform the culturally expected 

of mare detailed ethnogeniea cited at various places in this paper. So, leadership role an/or not all wivea Hill be w111ing to accept th(J sub-
1 

id h is :,oint5 to high rates of conjugal violence ordinate role. 
although what ev ence t ere ~ 

(5) The £E.!..vacl. of the family in Inany societies insultates 

til.: N n ra am y sputes an rom soc a 
In a great many societies, the question of the "prevalence" much less the it from botlt assistance in copi "'1th i t f il di d f 1 1 

"near-universality" of intra family violence is far from definitively control by neighbol's and other kin. This factor is, of course, llIOst present 

established. 
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in the conjugal family of lIl"hull··ll1dllstt·/aJ Ilo,~!(\rj(\!l and least present 

among societies such a8 the Bushmen lJhere verlually all of family life 

is carried within the sma II. circle of the lluslunen camp and is open to 

illU\lediate intercesslou by others. (6) Culturnl norlJls legitimizing the 

use of violence between nl\lluuers of the sallie f:lllli]y in situations which 

would make violence a serious normative violation if it occured outside 

the family. In Euroamerican societies, to thls day, there is a strong, 

though largely unverbalized, norm which makes lhe marriage licence also 
64 

a hitting licence. (61:1'OIl9i··1975). 

Each of the above, together with other factors, merits detailed 

consideration. However, within ttlt! confinl!lJ of this paper there is only 

room to consider those callsal factors which have been empirically studied 

in at least two sociecies. Although this is not adequate. theroetical 

basis for selection, it has the merits of being appropriate for the 

focue of this conf'3rence and of reducing the range of materials to 

be considered to what can be fitted within the pages of a single pap~I'. 

Aggression as a cultural and structural pattern. 1 have already 

alluded to what may be the most general causal factor. This is the fact 
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52 
that, as Russel (1-972}291) note:! on tit/' hasis of n factor analYSis of 

65 
·7S variables for the societies in Te:ttor's Cross Cultural Suram;uy ~: 

" .•• all forms of aggression tend LO be strongly related to each other," 

This finding ilnd ieR theoretical e)'plication stonds in sharp contrast to 

drive theories of aggression. Drive theories assume that aggression ex-

pressed in one s~lere of activity wlll--roughly to that extent--not be 
59 

expressed in other spheres of social interaction. Steinmetz and I 

f-i-~4-1~) have elselJhere called this the "catharsiR myth" because of 

the large number of studies which not only fail to support the idea of 

catharis, but which almost: always show exactly the opposite: that the 

roore aggression in one sphere, the more in others. 

Excellent and devastating reviews ();f the research 

catharsis at the individual level have been published 
7 28 

Berkowitz,tl~, and Hokaoson.tt9~; and a study by 

00 aggression 
5 

by Bandura, (~. 
62 

Straus ~ of 

within-family "ventilation" of aggression shows clearly that verbal, 

symbolic, and phycical aggression, rather than being substitutes for 

each other, are highly correlated. Consequently, in this paper.I will 

mention only cross-cultural studies which bear on aggreSSion as a per-
56 

vasive cultural pattern. An interesting starting place is Sipes'(~ 

study of the rela tionship betl.'een aggressive. sports and warfare, He show5 

that both cross-culturally and in a time series analysis for the USA, 

the higher the level of armed comhat, the more common are aggl:eBsive 

sports. Vayda's review of anthropological explanations of primitive 
68 

warfare and aggression is also critical of the catharsis theory, 
2 

A recent study by Archer of 110 nation states finds that, contrary 

to the catlarsis theory, homicide rates increase with th~ occurence 

of war. In respect to the mass media, the nations or 
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periods with the most actual violcnce art! those \lith the most violent 
15, 29, 54 

popular 1 "terature. (Com~tock-and--RubitI6""eil'\~+.¢;-~u8g4il6-aM,~, 

1:975; 9in~. 1971). Finally. in rcspect to husband-wife violence it-
57 

self. Steinmetz (l914b) studied the fami lies 0 E unive1:s ity students in 

an American and a Canadian city using identical instruments. She 

wanted to com{lare Canad'ian and American families because these two 

societies are alike in so !~ny ways, yet Canadian rates for homicide, 

assault and rape are only a fraction of the US ratES. The Canadian 

families turned out to have a considerably lower frequency of husband

wife physical aggression. I conclude from these and other studie!> that 

each modality of aggression in a society, rather than serving as a 
'a means to learn aggressive roles a~d_~ 

means of "draining off hostility", serv-es as.(;i°kind of cultural 'and 
44 /1 

structural "theme" (Opler, 1946), template, or paradigm for interaction 
*/ 

in other spheres of activity.-

Aggression as a fami.l" pattern. The same theoretical principle 

also applies ~ithin the family. That is, violence in one family role is 

associated with violence in other family roles. Thus, studieo of child 

abusing parents in three (;ountries found that such parents had themselves 
47 

experienced severe physical punishment as children. (Peek turd 6elllfler, 1975; 

At the macro level of analysis, although child abuse statistics can be 

best considered only as educated guesses, there seems to be some corre-

lation with the frequency with which phyaical punishment occurs in a 
24 

society. Goode.~, for example, suggests that child abuse is rare 

in Japan because physical punishment is rarely used. Finally, the study 

by Steinmetz of US and Canadian families found that couples who use 

physical force on each other use physical punishment more often t~~n 
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other coup Les. tlorcovcr, their children. in turn, lise phys ical aggression 

a~ainst siblings more often than do the children of parents .... ho do not 

hit ench other. 

Protest masculinity. There is an impressivc group of studies--

both cross cultural and studies within a number of societies--which 

suggest that what might he called "psychological father absence" or low 

saliency of the father durinr, infancy or childhood leads to a pattern of 

male behavior which has variously been called protest masculinity, hyper

aggressive masculinity, cornpulsiv~ masculinity, etc. It is probably 

most widely known to social scientists in the USA as the traits charac

terizing the machismo pattern of many Latin American males. The low 

saliency of the father is most obvious in mother-child households, but 

it is sometimes possible for the father to be a salient figure 1n the 

lives of children even if not physically present, as in the Kibbutzim. 

Conversly, the father can by physically but not psychologically pres~nt 

as often happens in the extremely sex role differentiated pattern of the 

urban lower class. 

Low father saliency--however it is manifested--has been found to be 

associnted with such traits as a preference for ser,regated sex roles, 

subordination of women, aggressive sexuality, and the glorification of 
4, 10, 21, 27, 36, 66, 70 H&ff~H' 

physical aggression. (-Baeolt, 6nHd,--t'Ind~'e1"r'1'9&3-t-Boham\1Sft';-1J}~A ' 

McKinley, 1964; Ferracuti and Di~s,-l9+4 i 'Igb~.,.-l..\l6.6T-Jl L!Qit~, 

-!%s.1. Within the family. this manifests itself in a high frequenc:y of 

wife-beating, and cross-culturally is also associated with probably the 

most violent marital arrangement of all--true bride, theft as opposed to 
3 

mock bride theft.~r-197~. Ayers summarizes the theory accounting 

for these relationships as follows: 
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The widelY accepted explanation for these relation-

ships 1s that such behaviors represent exaggerated 

attempts to demonstrate masculinity by individuals 

who have a high level of sex identity conflict and 

anxiety. This conflict arises when individuals who 

l~ve formed an initial feminine identification during 

infancy come into contact with society's demand that 

adult males show assertive behavior and assume dominant 

status. The resulting initiation ceremonies, crime 

and delinquency, are interpreted as resolvin~ the con-

flict and enhancing the individual's sense of mascu-
~ 

linity. 

Hale dominance. Since I have elsewhere devoted most of two entire 

papers to the issue of the linkage between sexual inequality and wife
I, 64 
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1 
frequent use of this resource. ~Allen' and -£t't'tlUB,. 197·5). However, 

25, 26 
as I~rris (~f4,83-1071 1975:258-280) notes, the physical strength 

advantage is relatively slight and by itself, does not seem to be an 

adequate explanation since superior strength is unnecessary to make 

effective use of knives and male \nfanticide. Very likely, as Harris 

suggests, the institution of warfare is an important underlying factor 

and this 1n turn is related Lo such things as the antagonism bet-
70 

~/e('n the sexes engendered by sex role segregation (~~~-965) 

and the inability of women to escape from a violent husband in many 

societies, including most Euroamerican societies. Such 

societies throw the ful1 burden of child rearing on women, deny them 

equnl job opportunities even when they can n~ke alternative child care 

arrangements, inculcate a negative self-image in roles ether than that 

of wife and mother, and reinforce the dependency of ",omen on their 

beating in just one society. ~Allen and Gt~eu&,-±~I-Stl'-au&) .. l~, it is husbands by emphasizing the idea that divorce is bad for children. 

clear that only the briefeat summary of the complex links between male Finally, in most societies, there is the male oriented legal and judicial 

dominance and intrafamily violence can be presented here. Probably the system which .makes it extremely difficult for women to secure legal 

best place to begin is with Schlegel's finding that 88r. of the male pro':ection from assault by their husbands except under the most extreme 

dominant societies in her sample permitted aggression by husbands against circumstances. 
54 

Wives, as compared to only 33: of the noh-male dominant societies. (!.~: Intrafamilv aggression and ~1!.uvival. Many hunting and gath-

ering societies 'Such as the Eskimo and the !Ko-Bushmen are noted for 

A number of factors underly this relationship, starting with the their peacefulness and lack of physical aggression. A distinctive trait 

simple fact that men in all societies have superior physical strength as of such societies. is their openness and sharing. Yet these same societies 

an ultimate resource to enforce a superior positionJand they make also provide an instructive example of intra family aggression. First, 

it is clear from both cross cultural studies of the correlates of war 
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and aggressivenes~' and from deta! led ethnographies, that a primary 

basis of their peacefulness is to he found ill the cross-cutting grol:.jl 

afHlia,tions :tnher!!nt in the kinship system and in the system of food-

sharing. Or, as Elbl:-Eibesreldt nuts It J.n relation to the !Ko, "What 

is striking when observinr, the Bushmen is not their lnck of aggression, 
19 

but their efficient wav of coping with it." (l974-l-!-H. The second 

instructive feature of this type of society is to be found in their 

response to famine. When, as in the case of the Eskimo, the normal 

subsistance base of the society is precarious, tlie culturally evolved 

response calls for intra family aggression in the form of abandonment of 
!:,/ 

the old and infanticide. In addition, when the subsistence base is 

further reduced, new forlus of competativeness and aggression may appear, 
50 

as illu!i.trated by Riches' work on the effects of "environmental stress" 

among the Netsilik Eskimo, and Opler's on Apache witchcraft. Probably 
67 

the most dramatic example is the Ik as described by Turnbull. The 

food-sharing reciprocity which lies at the heart of the non-aggressiveness 

of such foraging societies became impossible and many social bonds dis-

integrated with a resulting almost unsp~,akable cruelty and callousness; 

for example;watching with amusel1lcnt as a crawling child puts his hand in 

a fire, leavl.ng children as young as 3 to fend for themselves, and children 

and young men pushing over a group oftotering old men as though they were 

bowling pins, and shrieking with laughter as the old men fell and struggled 

to stand up. 
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r d iSiH:n'c with Turnhull's Suo,I',est,inl) I I 
" t lilt t Ie destruction of the 

Ik economy and tlte resultine cruelty and inhllmantity reveals the basic 

features of human nature. Their aKgressiveneRs under these circumstances 

is no morc--and no less--indicative of human n~ture tl,an 
u was their peace-

fullness ilnd sharin" when food was plentyful. Ra h 
n t er, what the Ik and 

the IT-klmo tell us is that the 1 ] f eve, 0 aggression within families is 

govl'rnud by the complex interrelilclon of tlte constraints and resources 

of the panlcular ecological niclwoccllplcd by a society, the social 

organiZAtion of that society whlcll n.vnlved 1 1 n re ation to their partic-

ular ecological nich~) the positIon of the family in that social organi-

zation and the behavioral and pel'sonalhy characteristics which <ire 

congruent with these life circumstances. 

SUMHIIRY AND CONCLUSiONS 

If time permitted, a similar analysis to the one just presented 

could he developed for parent-chUd and sibling-sibling violence. Indeed, 

in pointinr. out the isomorphism between the level of violence in the 

husband-~lfe role ilnd the parent-child role, a start has already been 

made in th,lt direction,. Simil rl I h 1 a Y" ust as t e evel Df physical 

aggression iil the conjugal relationship tends to be :f.somorphic with the 

level of physical aggression in non-family sphere~ of life, the same 
6, 33, 45, 46 

principle seems to hold for the parental relationship. {Se.e-BeH&k:-

.and .Antall,·1974; -anti the- studies· summarized in.OtteI'bein, 1974-;.aOO 

.a~--Lamber~, -1'1'i6ad16 aad Wolf, 1959; arui . ..Q"erbein and OttQ);Cain, 

4lJ.H1'. 
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A detaIled analysis of parent-child and sibllng-Rlbling violence--

and also of aggression and sexuality along the lines of the suggestive 
49 

paper by Prescott {.l-9+-:r}--would stcenr,then the case for the theoretical 

conclusions I am about to put forth because they would add processes 

that are specific to violence in these relationships, yet at the same 

time are illustrative of the more general theory. For example, this 
(1) 

would include analysis of the fact that, within_society, the larger 

the number of children in a household, the ~reater the use of physical 
20, 34, 41,42, 43 

punishment; (older- ana BelJel'lMfi I 19631 Ligflt-.···}9-1~:-.. N·\i-l;~ aRa N\I~ 

J...9.7..l..;-Nys, Cadli~R aRa ~sHett; i 19791 Gl9'efll 1914-1 and (2) of the 

social class differences in the frequency and purposes of physical 
12, 17. 18. 3D. 31, 34, 39. 48 

punishment. (-31'()n£.enbrenner ... --l9Si-r-I}e~("IJK, 19701··!}evereux. Br{)nfen-

b~n~ . and .. ·~,-1-96-9 ;~~"i -~f.G: Kohn; -1969 ~ .. Li-ght,· !'9-1-3-t--Pa!H~l-i.n> 

197(};HttBlte~."6nd-Beyt8h"i M6-91. But even without this additional 

evidence. the analysis of conjugal violence presented in this paper 

suggests the following theoretical conclusi.ons: 

I began ·the paper with the assumption that it is important to 
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and the level of violence \.Iithtn the family. I suggest that this is 

in the form of a positive feed hack relationship: as societal violence 

increases, there is a tendency for lntrafamily violence to increase; 

and as intrafamily violence increases, there is a tendency for societal 

violence to increase. Harris' interpretation of the changes in Yanamamo 
26 

society over the past 100 or so years (1~~riB, 1915!27~ 279) seems to 

illustrate Buch processes. (2) The link between violence in one family 

role with violence in other family rolen, which is also a positive feedback 

relationship. There are a number of reasons for this. including the 

tendency to respond to violence by violence (if the situation permits), 

role modeling, and generalization of behavior patterns learned in one 
*1 

role to other roles ("transfer of training").- (3) The identification 

of the system-maintaining contributions of intra family violence, as 

illustration in the emergence of "protest manculinity" on the part of 

young men whose sexual identity is made problematic because of household 

structure or other circumstances of child rearing; and also as illustrated 

by the use or threat of physical force to maintain the structure of ~le 

dominance. (4) The change from a non-violent to a violent structure of 

study near-universals of human social behavior because any social form interaction as an adapt ion to changes in the critical exogenous variable 

which occurs that frequently must somehow be related to the most !Eundamen- of the substance basi.s of the society as illustrated by the Ik and the 

tal aspects of human society. One of the fundamental features which 

this paper illustrates is the fact that human societies are cybernetic 

and morphogeniC systems operating as part of a larger ecological sys-

=.! tem. The materials presented show five aspects of this; the first 

three illustrating systemic linkages and the last two morphogenic pro-

ceases: (1) The link between aggression and violence in the society 

Yana~~mo. (5) Change in personality as actors adspt to the new behaviors 

required by the changed structure of interaction and which, i~ turn, brings 

about changes in other spheres of interac'~on. Since this last point has 

only indirectly been hinted at in the paper, :( will close by discussing 

the morphogenic processes which are mediated through changes in the 

personality of members of a society. 
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For a variety of reasons the rate of internal or external warfare 

can increase sharply, or a previously peaceful society can beco~e invo~ved 

in either external war or internal feuds. If this happens, members of the 

society must learn to behave more aggressively, as a matter of both indivi-

dual and group survival. This may be wl~t happened in the case of the 

Yanomamo and the Ik. But the aggressive behavior patterns learned as a 

means of carrying out war Or internal conflict are not easily turned off 

when it comes to relationships within the family. That is, such a situa-

tion brings about personality characteristics which exert a strain toward 

isomorphism between patterns of social interaction between and within 

families. Of course, one must not put the whole burden of change producing 

linkages on the mechanism intra-individual carryover of perso/'lality. 

Other social institutions are also important, as is shown by the studies 

of the correlation between conceptions of supernatural beings as bene-

volent or malevolent with indices of warfare and aggression and of puni-
33, 46 

tiveness in child trainingj(Lambert, TriaR~iB, , WQlf, ~~g. Ott~rb~iQ~ 

~terheift,~ studies which show that sports (and in literate societies 
29, 56 

fiction) are also related to warfare (~-sa-au&I'-4-9f.S.t-~~; 

and the integration of the religiou~, ecological, and warfare systems of 
51 

the Tsembaga Maring.~portT r~). 

In conclusion, this paper has dealt with both the external changes 

faced by society and the internal conflicts and systematic linkages which 

are equally a part of social life. In the history of a society (sometimes 

even over as Dort a period of time as a generation or two), these external 

changeS and internal conflicts can lead to changes in the structure of the 

society itself as a resul t of the cybernetic .processes by which events 

-1P'-

are monitored and controlled in accordance with system goals. The tragic 

case of the Ik provides a dramatic example of morphogensis in the structure 

of interpersonal relationships (the system of reciprocity) to serve 

more fundamental system goals. Turnbull interprets their behavior as 

reversion to a primitive aggressive individualism. But the reanalysis 
35 71 

of his report by ~IcCal1 (~ and Wilson (-:1:975-1 suggests that, had 

individual survival been the primary goal, the course of events might 

have been much different: TIle Ik could have accepted the government's 

repeated offers to relocate to a "more favorable" location. Instead, 

the deep attachment of the Ik to their society and to its scared terri

tory and way of life led them to the almost unimaginable cruelties 

against each other (particularly the old and the young), and to drastic 

changes in the pattern of interaction that the essential nature of 

their society, as they saw it, could be maintained. 
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FOOTNOTES FOR PAGE 1 

*Thls paper is part of a research program on intra family violence 

supported by grants from the National Institute of Mental Health; speci

fically MH 15521 for research training in family and devianceJand 

MH 27557 for a study of "Physical Violence in American Families." A 

list of the program publications is available on request. 

I would like to thank Professor Barbara Ayres of the University of 

Massachusetts/Boston, and Professors Rand B. Foster and Stephen Reyna 

of the University of New llampshire for comments and criticisms which 

aided in the revision of this paper. 

**The concepts of aggression, violence, and war are the subject of 

considerable contrOlnrsy and definitional confusion. It is beyond the 

scope of this paper to resolve even part of this conceptual problem 
23 

(but see Gelles and Straus 1:9+6-). However, I can at least make clear 

the sense in which I am using these terms: 

AGGRESSION: An act carried out with the intent of, or which is 

66 TOBY, JACKSON. 19(;6. Violence anel the masculine ideal: some perceived as being with the intent of) injur ing another person. The 
qu;litative data. In Patterns of Violence: The Annals of the American 

Academy of Politicaland Social Science. ~!arvin E. l~olfgang, Ed. Vol. 364: injury may be of many kinds, including psychological, Dlaterial deprivation, 
20-27. American Academy of Political and Social Science. Philadelphia. 

Also reorinted in Steinmetz and Straus, 197
1
,. or physical inj ury. It can range from m :!nor noxious ac ts such as a 

67. TURNBULL, COLIN. 1972. The Uountnin Pl!ople. 
New York. 

Simon and Schuster. 

68. VAYDA, ANDREW P. 1961. E~pansion and warfare among swidden 
agriculturalists. Amer. Anthrop. 63:346-358. 

disparaging look to murder. 1fl'here are many other dimensions which must 

be considered and specified in addition to the dimensions of "motivation," 

"attribution," "type of injury," and "seriousness of injury" just mentioned. 

69. l-iEIGEl'.T, ANDREW J. & DARWIN L. TlImLAS. 1Q7l. Family as a conditional Huch of the confusion and seemingly contradictory findings in aggression 
universal. Journal of Harriage and the Family 33 (February) :188-194. 

70. WHITING, BEATRICE B. 1965. Sex ident j ty conflict and physical 
violence: a comparative study. American Anthropologist 67-2 (December): 
123-140. 

71. HILSON, PETER J. 11)75. ~Iore thoughts on the lk and Anthropology. 
Current Anthropology 16 (September):343-344. 

research probably occurs because these dimensions are not specified. 

Among these other dimensions are the degree of normative legitimacy, 

and the extent to which the aggression is "instrumental" to some other 
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"expressive" i.e. cat"ried out as an end in itself. purpose, versus 

VIOLENCE: An act carried out with the intent of, or which is 

perceived as being with the intent of, physically injuring another 

person. A more specific and less value laden term .~;a "phyll1cal 

aggression." 

WAR: Formally organized armed combat between groups of people 
26, 45 

who constitute teritorial teams or political communities. (Harris, 19751 

FOOTNOTE FOR PAGE 9 

"'Concepts such as "theme" and "pattern" have come into disrepute 

because they are associated with a kind of mystical "cultural deter

minism" which diverts attention from the issue of ~ a particular cultu

ral pattern came into being and why it continues to exist. However, this 

needed reaction to such concepts has thrown the baby out with the bath 

water. One need not deny the existence of culture 8S system manifesting 

themes and interrelated patterns in order to deal with question of why 

such a cultural systems a~ists and how it operates. In fact, I take the 

view that unless one can identify cultural themes and patterns, 

the likelihood of understanding the more fundamental causes of the most 

basic aspects of a society are greatly diminished. An additional reason 

for not discarding the concept of a cultural pattern is that, in my 

belief, once in existence, such a pattern has a causal efficacy of its 

own, exerting influence on other aspects of the culture, personality, 

-26-

and social organizational systems is that each is constantly changing 

and therefore creating discrepencies or discordancies which are resolved 

by still further changes. Thus, the assumption of functional integration 

within and between these spheres directs attention to proc.:sses of social 

change rather than social stasis. 

FOOTNOTE FOR PAGE 11 

"'Prof. Ayres has also pointed out to me that the causal sequence 

in respect to societal change (as compared to the causal sequence for 

individuals at one point in history) can equally plausibly go from 

aggressive masculinity to sex role segregation and low father saliency. 

Such an interpretation, in fact, is consistent with Harris' theory of 

male dominance and female infanticide as adaptations to the institutions 
25, 26 

of warfare. (Harris, 1974:~l-~7T-l~ 

FOOTNOTE FOR PAGE 13 

"'Some readers may question cate~orizing abandonment and infanticide 

as "aggression" because they are culturally legitimate acts, necessary 

for group survival. My position is that the normative approval versus 

disapproval of an injurious act iSBn important but separate C;imension 

which must be separately analyzed. There are numerous other instances 

of normatively legitimate aggression, ranging from physical punishment 

by parents to the bombing of Hanoi, the former being legitimized because 

it is presumably necessary for the welfare of the child)and for the society 

as a whole,for parents to be able to control and train children, and the 

and social organization of a society. That assertion has also come into latter because it was presumably necessary for national survival in the 

disrepute because it is so often associated with a static "functionalist" face of a world communist threat. Obviously, I have picked these 

view of human society. But that i~ a particular historical accident of a examples because they also indicate that the question of normative 

certain period in the history of Gocial science. My view of the 

relstior.Ships between the biological, cultural, personality. 
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legitimacy is itself extremely compleK, e!lpedaUy when one faces up to 
23 

the fact that there is s~ldom unanimity concerning these norms {-Gcl+es 

and StrauB, 1976}. In addition, the fact that the overwhelming majority 

of Americans approve of physical puniahmcnt, and favored the bombing of 

North Vietnam, does not place them outside the scope of "aggression" as 
26 

defined earlier in this paper. Finally, 1 sh(luld point out that Harris 

{1975127~ also considers infanticide as aggression when he defines it 

as " ••• homicide and acts of malign and benign aggression and neglect 

that consciously or unconsciously [affect] .•. sul'vival. •. " of an infant. 

FOOTNOTE FOR PAGE 15 

"'Readers of this paper who are anthropologists might find the 

concept "evolution" preferable (or at least more famlliar) than the 

concept of "morphogenesis." I use the latter term because I do not 

want to confuse processes of cultural and social organizational change 

(the focus of this paper) with biological change processes, however 

analogous the two may seem to be. I have also chosen the concept of 

morphogenesie. because it is consistent with .. "general systems theory" 

(as apposed to a functionalist systems theory) framework, and Y want 

these comments and speculations to be understood withing the former 

framework. There are many subtle but extremely important differences 
13, 61 

between these two seemingly similar theoretical perspectives.(-Bueld1!y, 

However, for the present purposes, the difference 

that is most crucial concerns the morphostatlc focus of functionalist 

theory versus the emphasis on morphop,enesis in r,eneral systems theory. 

In the former, the analyst asks how the system can adapt to internal 

and external influences and retain its basic goals, one of the ~~st 

frequent adaptive mechanisms bein~ n chanRc in structure. 
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FOOTNOTE ON PAGE 16 

·Although I have emplmsized positive feedb"ck 
u processes, it is 

equally important to identify "dampening" or negative feedback processes 

which sooner or later must enter the picture. For an illustration of such 

negative feedback loops in relation to intra family violence in the USA 
61 

see Straus, (UI.7J.) Looked at cross-culcurally, the issue bticomes one 

of identifying the factors which maKe the upper limit of permisssble 

violence vary from society to society) " 
'-..., 
~ one of which has already 

been mentioned: Whether the victims of intrafamily violence {more typi-

cally women than men} have an alternative to tollerating aggression by 

their Spouse. If the structure of the society provides other marriage 

opportunities, or the possibility of return to the wife's natal family, 

it seems likely that this will impose an upper limit on the level of 

violence which will be tollerated. Another aspect of this is the impor

tance of the domestic group and/or lineage itself. Sahlins, for example, 

acknowledges that " ... considering interpersonal relations 8S such ... the 

closer the social bond the greater the hostility {potential]." But 

paradoxically, he also notes that "The closer the relationship the greater 
53 

the restraint on belligerence and violence .•• " (1961+3~l:~ because the 

focus of his discussion is societies with a segmentary lineage organi-
a 

zation in which the lineage isAproperty controlling corporate group on 

which individual survival depends, and which therefore must be protected 

from internal disruption. 
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DISCUSSION 
Now this poses an intercsting parauo:: liCCaUfJC, despite the 

DR. RICHARD BRISLIN (East-West Center, Honolulu, lIawai): You gave 
negative empirical evidencc anu the cogent throretical arguments 

evidence, that in a society, violent sport does ~ have a cathartic effect against the idca of catharsis, It conlillllCfJ to gain :in popularity 

and thus does ~ lessen, for instance, probability of war. But could 

you comment on the possible cathartic effect on an individual in that 

society (or within various societies) engaging in such activities as 

aggressive sport, thus possibly lessening other violent activity (e.g. 

abusing family members). 

DR. STRAUS: The reveiws of research (cited in a section of my 

paper which I did ·not have time to present orally) all conclude that 

the, idea of aggression-catharsis is 8 myth, In fact, the weight 

of the evidence is in exactly the opposite direction: the more an indivi

dual observes or gives vent to either verbrl or physical aggression, the 

grestet· probability of subsequent aggression. Research on this issue 

varies greatly in method and quality, but it includes several rigorously 
28 

designed and executed experiments, such as those by Hokanson, and also 
56 

the cross-cultural and time series analysis of Sipes on precisely the 

amonr, the general publlc ant! tl1I1I1Uf; n vot:ol ;Jilt! Itlf] uentlnl minority 

of therapists. In fact, a sizable industry to !mpply opportunities 

for the presumed ther<lpeutlc "allte of "leLtlllg it: Ollt" has arisen in 

recent years. The popular tnarkeling of aggl'!!slllol\ ind udes a vast 

proliferation of encounter groups wld.ch encolll'age pal'ticipants to 

shake of f their inhibitions and verbally el:presll their 

aggressive fantasies, and even styrofoam clubs to be used in mock 

The reasons for the startling hiatus between the sci~ntific 

facts and the beliefs and practices of the general public and certain 

professionals who presume to base the professional practice on scienti

fic evidence are very complicated. Some of them have to do with nature 

of contemporary ~erican society (such as alienation and the implicit 

sanction the catharsis theory gives for the actual high level of aggres-

issue of aggressive sports. The theoretical arguments against the cathar- sion and violence), and some have to do with simple errors of logic and 

sis vie~ are equally cogent. The instinct theory assumptions ~h!ch under- inference (such as a confusing short-term satiation with the long-term 

lie the idea of catharsis' have long been discarded in social science. 

Modern social-psychological theories--including social learning theory, 

sy!lIbolic interaction theory. and labeling theory--would all predict the 

opposite of catharsis theory. That i8, a deduction from anyone of these 

theories predicts that the more frequently an act is performed, the 

greater the likelihood that it ~ill become a.standard part of the be

havior repertory of the individual and of the expectations of other. for 

the behavior of tha individual. 

reinforcement which comes from the very fact of the short-term satiation). 

In a previous paper on "Leveling, Civility, and Violence in the Family," 

I identified and discussed twelve s~ch factors which might account for 

this fascinating elUlimple of the non-.application fo social science to 

a vital area of human concern. 
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DR. HELEN M. I~CKER (Adelphi University, New York): Aggression 

would appear to be a normal or predictable olltcorue of complex social 

factors (Bandura says it is learned, but the cilpat:lty must be part of 

the human 'l.'epertory). Goldbet'g (the Ine1d.tlluility of Patriarchy) 

argues ~hat testosterone inevitably produces greater ar.r.ression in men 

than in women. Do yo~ rule out this p06siblity as a foctor in husband to 

wife aggression? 

DR. STRAUS: I do not rUle Ollt the possibilIty of hormonal and 

neurological influences on differences in thl.~ level of aggression bet

ween men and women or between individuals of the same sex. However, 

if such effects exists, they exist as coulplel: inleractions with other 

factors, including social factors. I think the situation may be analogous 

to that of the effects of marihuana. Both field studies by sociologists 

such as Becker, and laboratory studies by psychologists such as Schacter, 

show that what is experienced when "high" depends on the social menaings 

that people have learned through interaction w1th other. marihuana users. 

In any case, the extensive research on hormones and aggression to date 

has produced very complicated and often contradictory findings. For 

examnle, some animal experiments 

have shown that pre-natal injections of male hormones produces females 

who act more masculine as adults. But studies I>y Jolm Honey of girls 

exposed pre-natllUy to high levels of androgen found them to be no more 

aggressive than other girls. Post-natally, early injections of testo

serone have been shown to accelerate the development of aggresslvnesa 

in male animals but not to make them more aggrcssive. Other studies 

show that castration reduces aggre~sion. On the other hand, attempts 

to increase the aggressiveness of ~dult primates by injecting hormones 
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have not becn successful. finally, a classic study by Rose found 

thnt the dominant monkey in group had higher testoserone levels, but 

when the dominant monkey was rerrcved and a new hierarchy established, 

the testoserone level of the now dominant (but formerly subordinate) 

monkey \.lent up. 






